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Abstract: In common irrigation systems, sprinklers are mounted with circular nozzles, but innovative
noncircular nozzles can save water and energy by improving fragmentation in a low–intermediate
pressure irrigation system. In order to investigate the effects of nozzle orifice shapes (circular, square,
and equilateral triangular) on droplet characteristics, experiments using high-speed photography and
water droplet spectrum measurement were performed. Using ImageJ to observe with the overlapped
droplets and using the self-compiled programs of MATLAB to observe the morphology of droplets,
we extracted the outlines of droplets. In addition, several empirical formulas for the prediction of
droplets were obtained by way of a regression analysis of the experimental data. In particular, the
shape coefficient of the nozzle orifice and the operating pressure of the nozzle were added to these
formulas as variable factors to make them applicable to a variety of nozzles and working conditions.
The results show that with the increase in shape coefficient, the jet atomization intensifies, and the
droplets breaking from the jet will be dense and uniform. The velocity distribution of the droplets
conforms to exponential functions (R2 > 0.7). The prediction formulas of diameter and kinetic energy
were established with coefficients of determination exceeding 0.95. In low pressure conditions, the
specific power multiplies at the end of spraying, and the maximum is proportional to the nozzle
orifice coefficient. The impact-driven arm compensates for the disadvantage of the noncircular
nozzles with the high irrigation-specific power, by producing a wider diameter gradient of droplets.
Therefore, innovative sprinklers based on noncircular nozzles can be applied in a low–intermediate
pressure system to increase water use efficiency, reduce energy consumption, and reduce costs.

Keywords: sprinkler irrigation; noncircular nozzle; orifice shape; droplet distribution characteristic;
two-dimensional video disdrometer

1. Introduction

The precious resource of water is one of the most basic elements of agriculture. Given
the challenges presented by global climate change and energy shortages, it is paramount
to develop agricultural technology that will efficiently and effectively utilize irrigation
water [1]. Greenhouse horticultural crops are highly efficient at applying irrigation water [2].
The water distribution uniformity significantly affects the growth, productivity, and quality
of crops [3–5]. Irrigation efficiency is directly impacted by the spraying characteristics of
sprinklers, which are an imperative component of the irrigation system. In agriculture
irrigation, the spraying performance of a sprinkler is mainly influenced by the structure
of the nozzle [6], operating pressure [7], and environmental conditions. The orifice shape
of the nozzle has a significant influence on the characteristics of water droplets [8,9]. The
noncircular nozzles are designed by changing the orifice shape to improve the spray
performance of the nozzle in various applications [10,11]. Li et al. [6] demonstrated the
advantages of noncircular nozzles in providing an acceptable water application pattern
and fewer large droplets at low operating pressure. Axial switching in noncircular jets
improves air entrainment, enhancing dispersion and fragmentation [12]. In other words,
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noncircular nozzles offer better atomization performance at the slight expense of irrigation
range. Therefore, several commercial sprinkler products use noncircular nozzles to ensure
acceptable spraying uniformity and reliable irrigation effectiveness in the irrigation of
greenhouses, tea plantations, and lawns, which have a low standard for the range of
sprinklers, but have high requirements for efficient irrigation uniformity [13], for example,
the rotor sprinklers of Rain Bird Co. and the pop-up lawn sprinklers and buried rotary
nozzles of Nielsen Irrigation Co., etc.

Spray conditions are essential factors for crop growth and field soil and water conser-
vation; therefore, control of the droplet size and droplet distribution is necessary for the
development of agricultural technology [14]. To produce the optimal sprinkler irrigation
pattern, the diameter distribution of the droplets should be narrow. This will reduce the
size difference between water droplets and make the droplets uniform in size. If the water
droplets are too large, damage to the leaves of crops and runoff on the bare soil surface
occurs [15]. On the other hand, too small droplets might evaporate and drift before reaching
the soil surface because of environmental factors. This could result in the loss of irrigation
water or environmental pollution [16].

The formation process of water droplets and distribution characteristics have been
investigated intensively [17–20]. The droplet diameter distribution is mainly researched
through experimental measurements. The droplet diameters have previously been mea-
sured by using flour pellets, oil immersion, and photographic methods [21]. However,
for the measurement of high drop density fields, the overlapping and adhesion of water
droplets directly affect the accuracy of measurements [22]. More recently, the rapid develop-
ment of laser measurement technology has significantly improved measurement accuracy.
Laser precipitation monitoring (LPM) and a two-dimensional video disdrometer (2DVD)
can accurately measure the multidimensional droplet information, including the droplet
diameter, droplet velocity, and landing angle. The jet property is the key factor affecting
the prediction of droplet diameters [23]. Several prediction formulations of droplet size
distribution have been proposed for different spraying cases, for example, the droplet
distribution for impinging jets [24], droplet distribution for the jet form at spill set, and
so on [25,26]. Based on these experimental data, droplet size distribution models, such as
upper-limit distribution [27], exponential distribution, logarithmic distribution, general
gamma distribution [28], and Gaussian distribution were proposed. The droplet size distri-
bution is an important index to quantitatively express the hydraulic performance of the
nozzle, which can reflect the water application pattern and even the evaporation drift loss
in the spraying process [16]. At the same time, a suitable droplet size distribution formula
is also a necessary condition for establishing an accurate spray prediction model. Friso
et al. [29] proposed a mathematical model to obtain the droplet size spectrum from the
water distribution radial curves. However, these functions or models are mainly aimed
at nozzles with a circular orifice and are not applicable to noncircular nozzles. Therefore,
it is necessary to investigate the influence of orifice shapes on droplet size distribution in
agricultural irrigation sprinklers.

In order to study the influence of nozzle orifice shapes on the water droplet charac-
teristics, three nozzles with different orifice shapes were designed and mounted on the
self-designed uniform rotating sprinkler, and two types of experiments were carried out
under low–intermediate pressure conditions. We analyzed the droplet diameter distribu-
tion characteristics qualitatively and quantitatively, including the distribution of droplet
diameter, velocity, kinetic energy, and specific power. Based on the measured droplet
spectrum, considering the factors of orifice shape coefficient and operating pressure, corre-
sponding empirical formulas of the droplet distribution characteristics are proposed for
noncircular nozzles. These formulas provide initial conditions for establishing a modified
spraying model and provide a reference for the application of noncircular sprinklers in an
irrigation system.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Setup

In order to investigate the nozzle orifice shape effects on the droplet characteristics,
three nozzles with different orifice shapes (e.g., circular, square, and equilateral triangle)
were designed according to the equal flow rate method [30]. Figure 1a presents the two-
dimensional structure of the nozzle, where the De is the equivalent diameter of the nozzle
orifice; the L denotes the length of the nozzle; the A is the orifice area of nozzle, and the X
is the perimeter of the orifice. The specific values of the structural parameters are shown in
Table 1. In order to research the relationship between orifice shape and spray performance
quantitatively, a nozzle shape coefficient Cs was defined as [11]:

Cs =
X2

16A
(1)

where the X is the wetted perimeter of the nozzle orifice, and the A is area of nozzle orifice.
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Figure 1. (a) The two-dimensional structure of the nozzles, (b) the noncircular nozzles, and (c) the
self-designed rotating sprinkler device driven by a motor.

Table 1. Nozzle dimensions and shape parameters of the nozzle orifice.

Orifice Shape
Parameters

De (mm) L (mm) A (mm2) X (mm) Cs

Circle 5 22.2 19.6 15.7 0.786

Square 4.5 22.8 19.8 17.8 1.000

Equilateral triangle 4.0 21.0 20.2 20.5 1.298

Figure 1b shows the processed nozzles. These nozzles were fabricated by three-
dimensional printing with an accuracy of ±0.1 mm. During the experiments, we mounted
these nozzles on a self-designed sprinkler, as shown in Figure 1c. It was refitted based on
the PY15 impact sprinkler (Jinlong Spray Irrigation Co., Xinchang, Zhejiang, China). In
order to investigate the effect of the orifice shape on spraying performance, we blocked
the auxiliary nozzle and reverse fixed the drive arm during the experiment. To ensure
the sprinkler rotates at a uniform speed when the driven arm is fixed, we designed a gear
transmission device with 6.5 revolutions per minute. The gear was driven by a motor at a
given rotation speed, which is controlled by a circuit board.

In this experiment, we installed the sprinkler on a vertical riser with a height of
1.6 m, and the elevation of the sprinkler is 23◦. The operating pressure of the irrigation
system ranges from 100 to 300 kPa, with 100 kPa intervals, which was monitored by a
high-precision pressure gauge (YB-150, accuracy class 0.4, China Red Flag Instrument Co.,
Ltd., Shanghai, China).
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2.2. Experimental Procedure

The experiments were carried out in the sprinkler irrigation laboratory of Jiangsu
University, China, which provides an adequate windless test space. Figure 2 is the schematic
sketch of the irrigation jet spraying system. After the water jet ejects from the nozzle, there
are three states. At first, the jet maintains a stable and complete water column near the
orifice. Then, liquid films and ligaments appear on the jet surface due to the shear instability
of a Kelvin–Helmholtz and a Rayleigh–Taylor type [31]. Ultimately, the jet is completely
broken into water droplets due to instability. In order to investigate the effects of the
nozzle orifice shapes on the liquid jet break characteristics during the spraying process, two
independent experiments were conducted. The first was a visualized experiment using
high-speed photography technology, and the other was a quantitative measurement of
water droplet parameters using a two-dimensional video disdrometer (2DVD, Joanneum
Research Corp., Graz, Austria).
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the experiment system.

The visualization system consists of a Phantom Miro M310 camera fitted with a
Tuli 100 mm macro lens mounted on a tripod, a 250 Watt custom light source with high
brightness, and a black curtain providing a suitable background for shooting. The camera
resolution was 1280 × 400 pixels, and the exposure time was 10 µs. The frame acquisition
rate was set to 6500 frames per second (fps), and 500 images were obtained per trigger.
Images were analyzed in the camera control software (Phantom, Vision Research Inc.,
Wayne, NJ, USA).

In order to obtain the quantitative parameter information of the sprayed droplets,
the two-dimensional video disdrometer was placed along the radial line. The measuring
positions were started at 2 m from the sprinkler and set at 1 m intervals along the radial
spraying direction. The duration of measurements at each position was at least 3 min
to ensure that the number of droplets was more than 500. Two CCD cameras inside the
instrument made linear scans of the droplets passing through the test area (100 × 100 mm2)
to monitor and record the diameter and velocity information of individual droplets [32].
The test accuracy of the droplet diameter was 0.19 mm, and the velocity accuracy was ±4%.

2.3. Calculation of Droplet Parameters

The water droplet performance parameters that were measured by 2DVD directly
were the vertical (Vv, m s−1) and horizontal (Vh, m s−1) velocities and the diameter (d, mm).
The relevant parameter calculation equations are as follows [15]:
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(1) The resultant velocity (V, m s−1) was calculated as follows:

V =

√
Vv

2+Vh
2 (2)

(2) The specific power Spj, W m−2) was defined as follows:

Spj =
IjKev

3600
(3)

where Ij is the water application rate measured by collectors at the j-th radial test location,
and mm h−1; is the kinetic energy per unit volume, J L−1.

Kev =
Esd

1000 ∑ 1
6 πdv

3 (4)

where Esd is the kinetic energy of a single droplet, J.

Esd =
1
2

mV2 =
1

12
πdv

3
ρV2 (5)

where ρ is the water density, 1000 kg m−3, and dv is the volume-weighted mean particle
size, m.

dv =
∑n

i=1 di
4

1000 ∑n
i=1 di

3 (6)

where n is the amount of the measured droplets at the j-th radial test location, and di is the
droplet diameter obtained directly by 2DVD, mm.

2.4. Image Processing

We developed an image processing code using commercial software, MATLAB R2020a
(MathWorks. Inc., Natick, MA, USA), to obtain the contour lines of the droplet group from
raw images of high-speed photography. The water droplets in the images are composed
of pixels with different gray scale values, thus the binary image processing algorithm
was used to standardize the pixel’s gray level and identify the droplets. Then, the canny
edge detector, embedded in MATLAB, was employed to trace the droplet profile in the
preprocessed images. The processing steps of high-speed photographic images are shown
in Figure 3. In addition, in order to compare and analyze the results more intuitively, we
used the Image J software to process the overlapping, adhesive, and irregular droplets in
the photos into equivalent droplets with clear boundaries.
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Figure 3. (a) The raw image, (b) binary image, and (c) droplets profile extraction, water droplet
identification process using MATLAB.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. The Morphology of Droplet Break from Different Nozzles

The shape of the nozzle orifice has significant effects on the sprinkler spray charac-
teristics. We took the shooting area of 125 mm × 88 mm in the complete fragmentation
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zone of 200 kPa as the sample. We used Image J software (1.8.0 National Institutes of
Health) to deal with the droplets, segment the overlapped droplets, and recognize and
extract the outline of a single droplet with a red curve. The pixel scale of each image is
consistent at 4 pixels/mm. Figure 4 shows the morphological characteristics of the droplets
in the spray zone. Firstly, the distance of initial complete fragmentation away from the
sprinkler is directly proportional to the shape coefficient of the nozzle orifice. The position
of complete jet fragmentation for the circular nozzle is 2 m from the nozzle orifice, 1.2 m
for the square nozzle, and 1.1 m for the triangular nozzle. Secondly, the number of droplets
increases when the orifice shape turns sharper. Counting the number of effective identified
droplets from the pictures processed by Image J, the number of equivalent droplets from
the triangular nozzle is around 185, and the number is 113 for the square nozzle and 60 for
circular nozzle. On the other hand, from the extracted contour of the sprayed droplets, it is
also obvious that the number of droplets is directly proportional to the shape coefficient of
the nozzle orifice. In Figure 4, after the jet is completely broken, large liquid blocks and
strips are the main components in the flow field of the circular jet, accompanied by some
droplets separated from these blocks. In the flow field of a square jet, the proportion of large
liquid blocks decreases, and the droplet number increases. In the flow field of a triangular
jet, the droplets are the protagonist, and there are almost no large liquid blocks. Thirdly,
the uniformity of droplet diameter is directly proportional to the shape coefficient of the
nozzle orifice. With the increase in the shape coefficient of the nozzle orifice, the number
of droplets increases, and the droplet group consists of denser droplets with uniform size.
All these results indicated that the triangular nozzle has better atomization, which is mani-
fested by smaller droplets, more droplets, and more uniform particle diameter distribution.
According to the research of Hua et al. [12], the fact that noncircular nozzles have better
atomization performance is related to the axis-switching phenomenon inside the liquid jet.
Axis switching is defined as rotation of the cross-sectional shape of the jet due to its vortex
motion [33], and it promotes better mixing and entrainment [34]. These are qualitative
analyses on the influence of the shape coefficient of the nozzle orifice on the performance
of the droplet. In order to illustrate the specific effects and influence mechanisms of the
orifice shape on the sprayed droplets, a quantitative analysis was conducted below.

3.2. Characteristics of Droplets Measured by 2DVD
3.2.1. Droplet Diameter

Figure 5 illustrates the distribution of droplet diameters along the spraying direction.
For a given nozzle structure, the average diameter of the sprayed droplets increases with
the decrease in pressure. For the same pressure condition, the distribution of water droplets
by the square nozzle is similar to that of the circular nozzle; however, the size of the water
droplets at a given position is much larger than that of the triangular nozzle. Overall,
the droplet diameter increases exponentially with the distance from the sprinkler, which
conforms to the exponential function. The results show that the basic structure of the
functions is as follows:

d = 0.1+Ae
x
B (7)

where d denotes the diameter of a droplet; x presents the distance from the sprinkler, and
A and B are fitting coefficients. The coefficients of exponential functions are presented in
Table 2.

When the shape coefficient of the nozzle orifice Cs is a certain constant, the coefficients
A and B increase with the increase in pressure. Positive correlations between pressure and
coefficients A and B satisfy the exponential function as well. When the operation pressure
of the sprinkler is constant, coefficients A and B increase exponentially with the increase
in Cs. Therefore, considering the influence of the shape coefficient of the nozzle orifice
and the operating pressure on droplet diameter, an empirical Equation (8) is proposed by
fitting multiparameter data using Origin software. Equation (8) is the relationship between
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droplet diameter and landing position of the noncircular nozzle, and the expression is
as follows:

d = 0.1+0.173Cs
−0.07e

x
0.3P0.5 (R 2= 0.97

)
(8)

where Cs is the shape coefficient of the nozzle orifice, and P is the operating pressure of
the nozzle. R2 is the coefficient of determination, representing a precise fit between the
observed data and the estimated values. For noncircular nozzles, this formula provides a
prediction model of droplet spectrum information.
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Table 2. Exponential relationships between the droplet diameter and distance for different nozzles.

Orifice Shape Cs Pressure (kPa) A B R2

Circular 0.786
100 0.06 2.47 0.99
200 0.18 4.66 0.99
300 0.21 5.79 0.99
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Table 2. Cont.

Orifice Shape Cs Pressure (kPa) A B R2

Square 1.000
100 0.12 2.86 0.98
200 0.22 5.04 0.99
300 0.25 6.25 0.99

Equilateral triangle 1.298
100 0.25 3.67 0.99
200 0.30 3.69 0.98
300 0.38 8.42 0.98

In addition to the specific value of the droplet diameter along the spraying direction,
the evaluation indicators of droplet diameter distribution also include the distribution dis-
persion of droplet diameters [35]. According to the experimental data, Figure 6 presents the
droplet distribution dispersion characteristics of sprayed droplets, which reveals additional
information on the droplet diameter distribution. The volume percentage of the droplet
diameter represents the proportion of the number of droplets with a certain diameter to the
total number of droplets. The volume percentage curve of the droplet diameter conforms
to the Gauss distribution, which is characterized by sharpness and steepness. The majority
of the diameters are smaller than 1 mm, and the diameter of the largest number of droplets
is 0.4 mm. Moreover, Figure 6 also shows that the cumulative volume distribution is
in reasonable agreement with the Rosin–Rammler distribution, which is mathematically
expressed as follows [36]:

F(x) = 1 − e−( x
xc )

n
(9)

where F(x) denotes the cumulative volume probability function of droplet diameters; xc
denotes the characteristic size of droplets, namely the corresponding diameter when the
cumulative percentage is 0.632, and n is a distribution width parameter, which is related to
the nozzle type.
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Figure 6. Distribution characteristics of droplet diameter (Square nozzle with 200 kPa).

In order to obtain the distribution formula of the irrigated droplets, we fitted the
droplet diameter in all the experimental conditions by using the Rosin–Rammler function.
The specific parameters of n and xc are presented in Table 3, and all the R2 values are
over 0.98.

In Table 3, we find that the value of xc is not only related to the orifice shape coefficient
Cs, but also to the operating pressure P. When the shape coefficient is the same, xc is posi-
tively correlated with pressure P. When the pressure is the same, xc decreases first and then
increases with the increases in shape coefficient. The distribution width parameter n repre-
sents the width of the droplet distribution. Larger n means a narrower distribution range of
the diameters, i.e., a relatively uniform distribution with similar droplet sizes. Conversely,
a smaller n indicates a spraying with insufficient fragmentation, where the droplets are of
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different sizes. The smaller droplets contribute less to the water application distribution.
They are prone to evaporation and drift loss due to the influence of environmental winds.
Moreover, the larger droplets have a greater impact on the kinetic energy, which has the
potential to cause damage to crops and soil. Therefore, the hydraulic spraying performance
of a sprinkler can be reflected by the parameter n. The mathematical expression of the
parameter n is proportional to the shape coefficient as follows:

n = 1.7+0.017e
Cs

0.45 (R2= 0.99) (10)

Table 3. Rosin–Rammler parameters of the droplet size distribution for different nozzles.

Orifice Shape

Parameters

Cs Fitted n
xc

100 kPa 200 kPa 300 kPa

Circular 0.786 1.80 0.51 0.53 0.59

Square 1.000 1.85 0.45 0.49 0.50

Equilateral triangle 1.298 2.00 0.59 0.53 0.51

3.2.2. Droplet Velocity

The velocity of the sprayed droplets is calculated by Equation (2), and it is a key
parameter and basis for calculating the kinetic energy distribution of the irrigation spraying.
Figure 7 presents the relationship between the diameter and terminal velocity of droplets
sprayed from different nozzle orifices. It can be seen that although the water droplets
with the same diameter at different landing positions have different terminal velocities,
in general, the droplet diameter is positively correlated with the velocity. In each specific
experimental case, the terminal velocity of droplets generally increases with the droplet
diameter. When the operating pressure of the nozzle increases, the maximum droplet size
and landing velocity increase accordingly, which is reasonable from the perspective of
energy conservation. In addition, the dispersion of velocity distribution produced by the
circular nozzle is higher. Both the small droplet with high velocity and the large droplet
with low velocity were collected in the test, and the relationship between the velocity and
diameter of droplets that are produced by the noncircular nozzle is more strictly in line
with the positive correlation. The orifice shape has an obvious influence on the velocity
of large droplets near the soil surface. The droplets with diameters over 3 mm, which
are sprayed from a triangular nozzle, have a much higher velocity than others. A higher
velocity represents a higher kinetic energy, which indicates possible damage to crops and
soil surface. In addition, the distribution of the droplet velocity for circular nozzles is more
dispersed than that of the noncircular nozzles, which shows that the noncircular nozzles
have better uniformity on the droplet performance.

In order to obtain a reasonable fitting relationship between the droplet diameter and
velocity, we used the exponential function as the fitting function. This allowed us to perform
a regression analysis of the data. The fitting functions and corresponding coefficient of
determination R2 are shown in Table 4. The relation between the droplet diameter and
velocity was previously derived using the logarithmic function [32,37]. Nevertheless, the
logarithmic function did not fit very well with the data in our research. The possible reason
is that the sprayed droplets in this body of literature are formed by impact structures.
A batch of water droplets with small diameters and high velocities are dispersed from
the jet by the impact structure. However, the impact-driven arm was removed in our
research, and the droplets were broken from free water jet fragmentation. Therefore, the
relationship between droplet diameter and velocity is different for the spraying jets based
on the sprinkler structure.
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Table 4. Exponential relationships between the droplet diameter and velocity for different nozzles.

Orifice Shape Pressure (kPa) Fitting Equation R2

Circle
100 V = −12.67+13.21e0.08x 0.85
200 V = −2.70+3.61e0.16x 0.91
300 V = −1.90+2.73e0.22x 0.77

Square
100 V = −3.78+4.43e0.19x 0.91
200 V = −0.92+1.86e0.26x 0.91
300 V = 0.09+0.93e0.44x 0.85

Equilateral triangle
100 V = −9.66+10.40e0.07x 0.88
200 V = 0.48+0.36e0.83x 0.88
300 V = 0.80+0.18e0.99x 0.92

3.2.3. Kinetic Energy and Specific Power

The kinetic energy of water droplets reflects the effect of sprinkler irrigation on soil
infiltration. Bautista-Capetillo et al. [38] presented an empirical logarithmic equation
predicting drop velocity (near the soil surface) from drop diameter based on experiment
results. The sprinkler kinetic energy per unit volume is calculated by Equation (4). Figure 8
shows the relationship between the kinetic energy from measured data and distances
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to the sprinkler. The calculated data were fitted by an exponential function. Similar to
the diameter distribution function, the kinetic energy distribution relationship with the
distance from the sprinkler is derived from Equation (11).

Kev= −1.5+CeDx (11)

where Kev is the kinetic energy of the droplets, and the x represents the distance from
sprinkler, m. C and D are fitting coefficients. The coefficients and corresponding R2 are
shown in Table 5. In order to predict the kinetic energy distribution of droplets sprayed
from different nozzles and operating conditions, the shape coefficient of the nozzle orifice
and operating pressure are considered in the predicting equation. The proposed equation
is Equation (12).

Kev= −1.5+0.025Cs
−0.46P0.87e13.23Cs

0.5P−0.8x (R2= 0.95) (12)
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Table 5. The exponential relationships between the kinetic energy and distance for different nozzles.

Orifice Shape Pressure (kPa) C D R2

Circle
100 1.1 0.32 0.98
200 2.1 0.20 0.98
300 2.3 0.17 0.99

Square
100 1.7 0.28 0.99
200 2.5 0.18 0.99
300 2.8 0.15 0.99

Equilateral triangle
100 1.6 0.32 0.92
200 3.3 0.15 0.95
300 3.5 0.13 0.99

Specific power (SP) is important to assess the effect of sprinkler irrigation on soil and
plants. It has been related to the modification of the physical properties of the soil surface
(e.g., soil loss due to erosion and reduction in the infiltration rate) [39]. The specific power
also reflects the energy distribution of precipitation in a sprinkler irrigation system. The
irrigation-specific power is calculated by Equation (3), which connected both with the
water application pattern and droplet kinetic energy. Figure 9 illustrates the specific power
of the sprinkler with different nozzle orifice shapes. Due to the fact that the sprinkler is
rotated without an impact structure, the precipitation is concentrated at the end of the
irrigation range. In addition, Figure 8 has already shown that the droplet kinetic energy
increases along the spraying direction. Therefore, the distribution of specific power along
the spraying direction is nonuniform, and at the end of the spraying range, it has a specific
power peak value. When the operating pressure is 300 kPa, the SP distribution of different
nozzles is similar. The largest SP is 0.016 W m−2 for the circular nozzle and 0.018 W m−2

for the square triangular nozzles. When the pressure was increased to 200 kPa, the SP
maintained the same distribution characteristic. The largest SP is 0.026 W m−2 for the
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circular nozzle, 0.031 W m−2 for square nozzle, and 0.022 W m−2 for the triangular nozzle.
Interestingly, when the operating pressure is down to 100 kPa, the peak of SP multiplies.
The peak value of SP is 0.092 W m−2 for the circular nozzle, 0.0965 W m−2 for the square
nozzle, and 0.167 W m−2 for triangular nozzle. These values are almost 4.6 to 8.4 times that
at 300 kPa. Overall, the peak value of the specific power is both related to the nozzle orifice
shape and operating pressure. The peak value increases with the increase in orifice shape
coefficient and decreases with the increase in pressure. According to previous research,
when the specific power is higher than 0.6 W m−2, the sprinkler irrigation is equivalent
to the rainstorm level in natural precipitation, which is easy to induce surface runoff [38].
Since the triangular nozzle has the largest SP and the maximum is far below 0.6 W m−2, the
noncircular shape nozzles is applicable for irrigation, even under low irrigation pressure.
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3.3. Effects of the Impact Arm on Cumulative Volume Percentage of Droplet Diameters

Impact-driven arms are indispensable devices for mounting noncircular nozzles on
real sprinkler products. Therefore, it is necessary to figure out whether the impact-driven
arm has positive or negative effects on the sprayed droplet diameters. We tested the
diameters of droplets produced by the commercial impact sprinkler (PY15, Jinlong Spray
Irrigation Co., Xinchang, Zhejiang, China).

Figure 10 presents the cumulative volume percentage of the sprayed droplets from
the sprinklers with and without an impact-driven structure. The results were calculated
from the tested data at the given distances of 3, 6, and 9 m away from the sprinkler, with
the operating pressure of 200 kPa. The changing trend of cumulative volume distribution
curves is similar. In general, within the spraying area near the sprinkler, the droplets
sprayed by the sprinkler with impact-driven arms have a bigger diameter. With impact
effects of the driven arm, there is a wider range of raindrop spectrum, which means the
changing gradient of droplet diameters is greater. It also indicates that the number of tiny
droplets (d < 1 mm) decreases with the disperse effect of the impact arm. Moreover, the
reduction of the number of tiny droplets is directly proportional to the distance from the
sprinkler. The reasonable explain is that in the spraying area near the sprinkler, without
impact actions, the spraying water maintains the state of free jet column. The tiny droplets
collected in this region are breaks from the surface of the jet because of the shear action
between ambient air and the water jet. With the dispersion effect of the impact arm, the
water jet breaks into several water blocks; then, these liquid blocks break into droplets with
big diameters and land on the spraying region near the sprinkler. Therefore, the droplet
diameter measured with the impact structure is bigger than the free water jet.

For the impact-driven sprinkler, the orifice shape of the nozzle also has an influence
on droplet diameter distribution. At the same testing location, the slope of the cumulative
volume distribution curve decreases with the increase in the orifice shape coefficient. More
tiny droplets with diameters smaller than 1 mm are collected in the spraying of circular
nozzles than noncircular nozzles. For example, the cumulative volume percentage of
droplets with a diameter of 0.5 mm is different under different conditions. In sprinklers
without impact-driven structures, at 3 m away from the sprinkler, the proportion of droplets
smaller than 0.5 mm sprayed by the noncircular nozzle is ~80%, while the proportion is close
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to 100% for the circular nozzle. At 9 mm away from the sprinkler, where the precipitation is
the highest, the proportion of droplets smaller than 0.5 mm reaches 40% for the noncircular
nozzle and only 20% for the circular nozzle. In addition, the shape of the nozzle orifice also
affects the maximum droplet diameter. The maximum droplet diameter produced by the
circular nozzle is 2.24 mm. The value increases to 2.54 mm for the square nozzle and to
2.76 mm for the triangular nozzle.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, the effects the orifice shape has on the sprayed droplet characteristics
of the sprinkler, including droplet diameter, velocity, kinetic energy distribution, and
specific power distribution, are observed. Due to the noncircular orifice and the absence
of an impact-driven arm, the droplet velocity distribution in our research conforms to the
exponential function rather than the logarithmic distribution in previous research. The
experimental data were used to establish the prediction formulas for droplet diameter
and kinetic energy distribution, whose coefficient of determinations are both over 0.95.
Particularly, orifice shape coefficient and operating pressure are the parameters in these
formulas, so that they can also be applied to noncircular nozzles. At the same time, the
effect of water dispersion structure on droplet diameter was also analyzed. The noncircular
nozzle is found to have a better dispersion of droplet diameter distribution, allowing for
a more optimal water application pattern. In the low–intermediate pressure irrigation
system, although the droplets produced by orifices with large shape coefficients have a
better diameter distribution, the kinetic energy distribution along the spraying direction is
uneven. With lower pressure and a greater shape coefficient, the maximum specific power
produced by sprinklers will be larger. The maximum specific power of a sprinkler at low
pressure is several times that of medium pressure. This multiple increases with the increase
in the shape coefficient of the nozzle orifice. The maximum multiple is 8.4 for the triangular
nozzle. An auxiliary dispersion device, such as an impact-driven arm, will transform the
sprayed droplet diameter distribution into a wide distribution, effectively compensating
for the disadvantage of excessive high specific power at the end of the irrigation range
for noncircular nozzles. Therefore, based on the goal of water and energy conservation,
we recommend the use of noncircular nozzles in the low–intermediate pressure irrigation
system, but an auxiliary water disperse structure is also needed. Additionally, since the
water droplet spectrum in our research was obtained in a quiescent atmosphere, the effects
of environmental factors on droplet distribution will be studied in the future.
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